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WALKING WITH THE POOR: EDUCATION FOR ALL CHILDREN

SKPI Scholarships 2021

CONTEXT 

The year 2020 is a difficult year for the humanity due to the coronavirus. There

are  many  countries  impacted  from  various  parts  of  the  world.  The  effect  of  this

pandemic is not only to health sector but also it struck out others sector of human life,

like economy, politic, education, and many more. in this recent context of the world,

Indonesia is  one of the South-East Asian countries that get  the tough impact  of the

pandemic Covid-19 since it happened in Wuhan, China and spread widely in Indonesia

from March 2020. According to the last updated of World Health Organization (WHO)

on Covid-19 cases in Indonesia2, there are 3,565 new cases, 404,048 confirmed cases,

and 13,701 deaths. All Indonesian local governments are still confused how to react to

this  pandemic  condition  correctly.  And this  reality  happens also in  Yogyakarta  and

Central Java. The government declared already the state of emergency, but the number

of patients infected is still high. 

In Yogyakarta,  the state of emergency of the region will be until October 31st,

2020.   This  pandemic  generates  an  immense  financial  problem in  Yogyakarta  and

Central Java because there are many people lose their jobs. Following the data from the

news of The Jakarta Post, 2.8 million people have lost their jobs in Indonesia3. They

cannot  afford  anymore  their  needs  and  are  getting  poorer  than  before.  Even  this

pandemic  brought  up  new  poor  families  in  Indonesia  many  more.  The  financial

problems of many Indonesian families give the effect to the education of their children.

The effect is felt more in the financial capability to pay the cost of formal education and

to provide a good infrastructure for children. 

2 https://covid19.who.int/region/searo/country/id accessed on Saturday, October 31st, 2020 10:28 AM.
3 https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2020/04/14/millions-to-lose-jobs-fall-into-poverty-as-indonesia-
braces-for-recession.html accessed on Saturday, October 31st, 2020 11:25 AM.
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As we know very well that the health protocol of Covid-19 prohibits a face to face

encounter and insists a strict social distancing. All people must use masks every day,

especially in public area to prevent the transmission of the virus. Teachers cannot meet

their students directly. They only send their assignments through WhatsApp or email.

This condition produces a new system and model of education: online education. And

of course, this new model of education requires some instruments or tools which are

needed to support the activity of online teaching and learning. 

While the problem of poverty in Indonesia has not been solved until now, even is

getting worse due to the pandemic,  new need of educational system for the children

emerge. It is very complicated situation for poor families regarding to their financial

capacity and their daily household consumptions. They want to access formal education,

they pay the entrance fee, but they do not have smartphone, laptop, tablet, or more than

these tools, the access to the internet. The necessity of a good infrastructure for online

education is urgent to be responded. The local government in Yogyakarta and Central

Java, until the end of October 2020, has not shown an effective nor efficient response to

education for all children while the coronavirus continues shutdowns their schools and

colleges. 

RATIONALE

The main concern of  Yayasan Realino Seksi  Pengabdian Masyarakat (Realino

SPM) is education for all  children from poor families.  This concern came from our

vision which is our direct and active participation in construing a more dignified human

life. To realize this vision, the education of children is one of pillars and parts of our

missions. 

From the beginning of this foundation Realino SPM is always faithful to its vision

ensuring  that  all  children  get  their  formal  education.  They  are  children  from poor

families  who  live  around  Yogyakarta  and  Central  Java.  We  accompany  them  by

providing scholarship to children so that they can get access to schools and colleges.

This education is vital for their life because through this way they can solve and go out

from their problem of poverty. 

Due to  the  pandemic  of  coronavirus  Realino  SPM intend  to  respond the  new

system  of  education  for  children  in  elementary  school,  junior  high  school,  and

vocational  high school.  We observe  that  there  has  been a  significant  change in  the

model  of  teaching  and  learning.  This  model  requires  a  new  way  of  providing
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scholarship, a new method of ensuring that children from poor families are possible to

access their right to get education. This is the reason that our focus this year of 2021 is

supporting children in their needs of the infrastructure for their online education. 

INVOLVEMENT 

Giving education scholarship to children was already organized many times by

Realino SPM in Yogyakarta and Central Java. It is a method how Realino SPM can

involve  directly  for  education  of  children:  giving  them  scholarships.  And  for  this

program  Realino  SPM  get  the  fund  from  the  Foundation  Kleinschalige  Projecten

Indonesië. The intention is clear: providing poor children an access to formal education

so that they can achieve a brighter future for their families. The families mentioned here

for the projects  of Realino  SPM are poor families  in  Yogyakarta  and Central  Java.

These two areas are the location where Realino SPM involve to education for children

and implement the education scholarship program. The reason is simple, that Realino

SPM is established and located in Yogyakarta to provide and safeguard an access to

education for poor children in this area and its surrounding. 

And this year 2021 there will be a change in the program planned considering the

new situation due to  the pandemic  coronavirus  in  Indonesia.  The concrete  needs of

Indonesian children nowadays are facilities of online education. We recognize that in

Indonesia not every child has a sufficient infrastructure in their house for following the

new system of education through internet. And if we are talking on poor families, even

the situation is worse. Even for daily household needs they need to think twice and now

they  must  be  able  to  buy  internet  data  bundles,  specific  model  of  smartphone  for

WhatsApp and  other  applications  for  online  study,  or  laptops  for  some students  in

vocational high school.

This kind of reality described is a complicated burden for poor families. We heard

that some families need to owe some money to their neighbors, friends, or relatives and

at the same time they must pay their rent every month. In this difficult situation Realino

SPM try to give scholarship to children from poor families so that their parents can

manage the daily needs and the children get their online education.

To realize this education scholarship Realino SPM does not work alone. We have

network of volunteers that will involve also in doing survey and direct interview to poor

families. Our intention with this survey or conversation face to face with poor families

is ensuring that we give to the right families, to poor children who really need education
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scholarships. We understand too that the direct encounter with the poor families can

make us know better their real condition, stories, background, and problems. Beside that

knowledge, the direct contact with poor families make them feel that they are not alone

but accompanied in this complex era of pandemic Covid-19.  

OVERALL GOAL

Indonesian children from poor families in Yogyakarta and Central Java, who are

studying in centers of formal education, can get access to online education and their

needs of facilities and infrastructure are provided properly.

PROJECT DESIGN 

To achieve our overall goal, we designed some programs to realize during one

year  in  2021.  The  main  title  of  this  program  based  on  the  context,  rationale,  and

involvement  which we have already explained,  is  Education for All  Children (SKPI

Scholarships)  2021.  We  plan  to  run  this  program  considering  4  outcome-based

objectives. 

1. To make it  possible  that  all  children  have  their  formal  education  in

school or colleges by providing them donation for paying their tuitions and by

coordinating with the board of private  or public  schools to  ensure that  these

children get direct access to their education 

2. To ensure that  all  children under  SKPI Scholarships get  their  online

education  in  this  time  of  pandemic  by  providing  them  access  to  internet,

supporting them by creating at least 2-3 locations where there are hotspots for

gaining access to internet 

3. To  enable  all  children  follow  continuously  materials  of  their  study,

online teaching from their schools or colleges, do their assignments, and submit

to  their  teachers  through  offering  them  the  possibility  to  use  laptops  and

providing smartphones

4. To  communicate  with  poor  families,  follow  the  progress  of  online

learning of their children, and improve the quality of their study by recruiting

volunteers,  offering  children  and  volunteers  travel  expenses  support,  and

accompanying children in their process of online education
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Based on these four outcome-based objectives which we plan to realize during

one year in 2021 we propose some activities. They are explained with the cost or budget

proposed to be implemented next year. Some details of the activities of this program are

described below:  

No. Breakdown of Objective Activities Cost (IDR) Cost (Euro)4

1.

To make it possible that all children have their formal education

in school or colleges by providing them donation for paying their

tuitions and by coordinating with the board of private or public

schools  to  ensure  that  these  children  get  direct  access  to  their

education

1.1. By June  2021,  200 children  under  SKPI  Scholarships  can

afford to pay their second semester school tuitions of 2020/2021

academic year, January – June 2021 

88,464,000, - 5,119.54

1.2.  By December 2021, 200 children under SKPI Scholarships

can afford to pay their first semester school tuitions of 2021/2022

academic year, July – December 2021 (If the children continue

their  online  education in  the  first  semester  of  academic  year

2021/2022,  then  we  will  communicate  with  the  board  of  the

school  or their  teachers  to  inform that  we pay a half  of this

budget for their school tuitions. Then we will use a half of this

budget to the need of internet data bundles for the children.)

103,207,000, - 5,972.73

2.

To  ensure  that  all  children  under  SKPI  Scholarships  get  their

online  education  in  this  time  of  pandemic  by  providing  them

access internet, supporting them by creating at least 2-3 locations

where there are hotspots for gaining access to internet

4 1 EUR = 17,279.69, - IDR (https://www.bi.go.id/en/moneter/informasi-kurs/transaksi-bi/Default.aspx) 
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2.1. By  December  2021  there  are  at  least  2  locations  nearby

Realino  SPM  or  in  Realino  SPM  where  children  under  SKPI

Scholarships  can  access  internet  for  their  necessity  of  online

education 

7,200,000, - 416.67

3.

To  enable  all  children  follow  continuously  materials  of  their

study,  online  teaching  from their  schools  or  colleges,  do  their

assignments, and submit to their teachers through offering them

the possibility to use laptops and providing smartphones

3.1. By  December  2021,  Realino  SPM  can  provide  5  simple

laptops to use in Realino SPM or to be donated to children under

SKPI Scholarships who are studying in vocational high schools

15,000,000, - 868.07

3.2. By December  2021,  10  children  under  SKPI  Scholarships

program, who do not have any facility for their online education,

get smartphones that can help them access materials of their study

and communicate with their teachers

15,000,000, - 868.07

4.

To communicate with poor families, follow the progress of online

learning of their children, and improve the quality of their study

by recruiting volunteers,  offering children and volunteers travel

expenses support, and accompanying children in their process of

online education

4.1. By December 2021, once a week 10-15 children, who need

internet  access,  want  to  do  their  assignments  accompanied  by

Realino  SPM  volunteers,  and  study  with  good  internet

connection,  can go to Realino SPM and get reimburse of their

travel expenses

7,200,000, - 416.67
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4.2. By December 2021, having support for their travel expenses

5 Realino SPM volunteers once a week can do home visits or go

to Realino SPM to accompany children under SKPI Scholarships

during their online classes or study hours in Realino SPM area

2,400,000, - 138.89

4.3. By  December  2021,  to  prevent  the  transmission  of

coronavirus  in  Realino  SPM,  15  children  under  SKPI

Scholarships  and  5  Realino  SPM volunteers  follow  the  health

protocol of Covid-19 during the process of online teaching and

learning and home visits using face shield and mask

340,000, - 19.67

TOTAL IDR 238,811,000, - EUR 13,820.33

MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

This  project  Walking  with  the  Poor:  Education  for  All  Children  (SKPI

Scholarships)  will be implemented from January 1st, 2021 to December 31st, 2021 by

Realino SPM. In 2021, for one year as a foundation, we need to monitor and evaluate

the implementation regularly. It is important to ensure that our program is executed well

based on outcome-based objectives planned, and the children accompanied under SKPI

Scholarships get their online education in this time of pandemic.

Monitoring and evaluation process will invite main stakeholders who are children

from poor families, especially their parents. The intention is to get their testimonies so

that we know our project achieve its objective: providing education to poor children

who  do  not  have  facilities  and  infrastructure  for  online  education.  In  this  process,

Realino  SPM need  collaboration  from their  parents  to  take  photos,  have  interview,

monitor their children, and give their testimonies on the study of their children. We will

ask to the parents to send us regularly the process of online study that their children do

in their house.

Realino SPM collaborate also with some volunteers. They do home visits to poor

families, accompany children, and approach directly all parents of children under SKPI
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Scholarships. The meeting between volunteers and families can bring us information

and data on the progress of the project. 

During project implementation the director of Realino SPM will directly conduct

the monitoring and evaluation by reviewing the report of home visits, information from

some parents, and testimonies of children. And with Realino SPM team, the director of

Realino SPM will make a general report of the implementation of this project and then

send  the  report  to  the  board  of  SKPI.  This  report  explains  the  implementation  of

Walking with The Poor: Education for All  Children and its financial  report with all

description of our transactions and receipts. 

PROJECT BUDGET PLANNED

Here we present the details of calculation according to every item proposed for the

breakdown of objective activities:

NO. ITEMS UNIT OF QUANTITY
UNIT OF

PRICE

 TOTAL

(IDR)

1.1.
School tuitions 

January – June 2021
200 children 88,464,000

1.2.
School tuitions 

July – December 2021
200 children 103,207,000

2.1. Hotspots 12 Months 2 Locations 300,000 7,200,000 

3.1. Laptop 5 Units 3,000,000 15,000,000 

3.2. Smartphone 10 Units 1,500,000 15,000,000 

4.1. Travel expenses for children 12 Months 15 Children 40,000 7,200,000 

4.2.
Travel expenses for 

volunteers
12 Months 5 Volunteers 40,000 2,400,000 

4.3. Face shield Units 20 Persons 7,000 140,000 

4.3. Mask 2 Units 20 Persons 5,000 200,000 

TOTAL 238,811,000

NO EXPLANATION TOTAL (IDR) TOTAL (EUR)

1. Total  budget  required  for  the

project
238,811,000, - 13,820.33
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2. Remaining budget from 2020 19,107,867, - 1,105.79

3. BUDGET PROPOSED 

TO SKPI SCHOLARSHIPS
IDR 219,703,133, - EUR 12,714.54

BANK ACCOUNT 

BANK DETAILS

Bank Name Bank CIMB Niaga

Bank Address

Jalan Jenderal Sudirman No. 13, 

Cokrodiningratan, Kec. Jetis, 

Kota Yogyakarta, 

Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta 55224

Indonesia

Account Name Yayasan Realino SPM

Account Number 800-00-91916-00

Account Type IDR
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Realino SPM is doing interview to a mother of an

applicant of education scholarships

The house of an applicant to education scholarships

program surveyed by Realino SPM

An applicant of education scholarships with his mother

and a Realino SPM volunteer during a survey

A study room of an applicant visited by Realino SPM

during the survey
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Realino SPM is visiting a house of an applicant

 

A conversation during a survey of education scholarships 

A Realino SPM volunteer is surveying a house of an

applicant

A family of an applicant talks to Realino SPM explaining

their situation
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